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POP

The Pop operative chair was born from the need to
review the dictates that have regulated the world of
office operations up to now. The soap-shaped seat,
the plastic backrest with supporting net, the padded
and adjustable lumbar support guarantee perfect
ergonomics that satisfy any type of user. The
headrest integrates the seat and raises it to a semi-
directional position. The stool versions complete and
define the range. Luxy's research and development
team worked hard before approaching the shore of
this project. Pop explodes into the world of
operations and goes straight to the core of the
concept: an easy and colorful office.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Stacking No

Leadtime 12 weeks +

Material Upholstered

Arms Yes

Linking No

Price More than 500

Brand Content

The Pop operative chair was born from the need to review the dictates that have regulated the world of office operations
up to now. The soap-shaped seat, the plastic backrest with supporting net, the padded and adjustable lumbar support
guarantee perfect ergonomics that satisfy any type of user. The headrest integrates the seat and raises it to a semi-
directional position. The stool versions complete and define the range. Luxy's research and development team worked
hard before approaching the shore of this project. Pop explodes into the world of operations and goes straight to the
core of the concept: an easy and colorful office.

BRAND

Luxy
Rooted into the Italian artisanal traditions and design, Luxy believes that comfort and craftsmanship drive creativity since
1976. Every project combines sartorial know-how and technology, innovation, and sustainability. The company commits
to the highest standards to minimize the effects of the processes: the products are made to last and reduce their
environmental impact. Luxy exports to over 40 countries thanks to its network of highly qualified specialists around the
world. Always customer satisfaction focused: no matter the location, no matter the project phase.
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